
Ajman Stud

arouse the magnificent Arabian Horses... From the sands of an ancient land,
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Ajman Stud is a beautiful horse farm situated in the 
heart of the desert of Ajman. Surrounded by sand 
dunes, Ajman Stud is a modern horse facility that 
hosts around 70 Purebred Arabian horses of the 
finest quality. The care and devotion of the Ajman 
Stud staff is beyond compare. If you walk through the 
farm you can feel all the dedication reserved to these 
magnificent creatures.
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In 2009 Sheikh Ammar Bin Humaid Al Nuaimi 
inaugurated the new mare barn. A work of art 
that hosts some of the most beautiful mares 
in the world. The care for the details is typical 
of Sheikh Ammar’s taste. Just outside the 
main entrance of this beautiful new barn is a 
sculpture of the king of Ajman Stud, Escape 
Ibn Navarrone-D, that seems to stand there 
taking care of his ladies. A beautiful sculpture 
by artist Judy Nordquist.
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The Desert...

Deska HJE (Lumiar Amadeus x Soldateska)
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As the sun sets and the desert cools, if you are 
fortunate enough to be in that special place at 
just the right time... 

Oh, the wonders you might see!

Kwestura (Monogramm x Kwesta)

AJ Dinar (Wh Justice x Deska HJE)
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A Kings’ talk
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Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)
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Icon: an object of uncritical devotion.

So few reach the true definition of what it is to be Iconic.

...we offer you Escape.

Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)
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At home in their desert play-ground as content as 
an Arabian Horse can be!
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Al Bilal (Al Maraam x Bahiha)

Badawieh AA (Laheeb x Bahiha)

As Natsir Apal (Ibn Estasha x Saskia RJ)



“As if from a dream she appeared to me, like a goddess she
                                                      was accompanied by her majestic white stallion.”
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AJ Dinar (Wh Justice x Deska HJE)

Panarea by Palawan (Wh Justice x Palawan)
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Badawieh AA (Laheeb x Bahiha)

AJ Bintan (Wh Justice x RGA Kouress)

“The enthusiasm of youth and the firm notion of great 
quality make each generation of the Arabian such an 
interesting journey, what they are is never what they 
will become and only a few have the gift to recognize 
this profound fact and see it before it begins.”



Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)

“When he was called on, he appeared in all his stature and 
majesty commanding the world to stop and notice!”
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Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)
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Beauty for the ages, the timeless beauty of a classic can 
never be reproduced, reinvented or imitated.

...She is Queen of her time and the ages.
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Kwestura (Monogramm x Kwesta)
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A young prince climbs his way to the top, he takes his place 
among the best in the world as an Arabian Stallion!
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Deska HJE (Lumiar Amadeus x Soldateska)

AJ Dinar (Wh Justice x Deska HJE)



The future of any great and successful Arabian Horse program 
is defined by the decisions of days past, variety in selection is 
the key for a positive tomorrow.
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Marhnika (Marhaabah x Ladi Veronika)

JJ Carismatico (JJ Senor Maghum x Leenne NA)

AJ Wed (Vervaldee x Whisther bha)



There has been countless show horses that have taken many of the most prestigious titles in the world,
the true champion leaves something behind forever...

a memorable moment in the minds of all who witnessed their victory!
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Om El Enigma (Al Lahab x Om El Bint Shaina)

Panarea by Palawan (Wh Justice x Palawan)
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The Night...

Bess Fa’Izah (Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal)
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Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)

Bess Fa’Izah (Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal)
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Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)
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In Arabian Horse circles around the world the discussion and debate regarding the “True 
Type” Arabian seems to go on without resolve...

many times the answers to our deepest questions stand right before us in plain sight.
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Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)
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Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)
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Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)
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They ask, how does a horse accomplish so much and steal the hearts of all who see 
him time and time again? Why do the people call for him from their seats, sit hours in 
anticipation of seeing him and discuss what they see for years to come...

look deep into his eyes and you will understand his power!

Bronze Sculpture of Escape by artist Judy Nordquist
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Bronze Sculpture of Escape by artist Judy Nordquist
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Bronze Sculpture of Escape by artist Judy Nordquist
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There rose from the flames a great champion. Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)
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When you look into the heavens on a clear night, you can always see
that one star that shines brighter than all others.Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)
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Escape Ibn Navarrone-d (As Sinans Pascha x Navarrone-P)



Intoxicating
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Bess Fa’Izah (Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal)

Badawieh AA (Laheeb x Bahiha)



They appeared like Angels from the heavens with an aura that touches the very depths of your soul
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Badawieh AA (Laheeb x Bahiha)
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Badawieh AA (Laheeb x Bahiha)

Bess Fa’Izah (Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal)
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Bess Fa’Izah (Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal)

Badawieh AA (Laheeb x Bahiha)



The Impressions...
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Kwestura (Monogramm x Kwesta)



“It is a great joy in life to be entrusted with a horse that is a part of history...
It’s life changing to be there when that horse makes history!”

Sh. Ammar, moments after her historic win in Paris 2009
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Kwestura (Monogramm x Kwesta)



Look into their eyes, they tell you a story that only the Arabian could know.
Passed down from generations even history has not recorded,
they hold the secrets to their undeniable mystic that we all find so memorizing.
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Azeem Ibn Justice (Wh Justice x Bint Sanadiva)

FS Cayenne (AS Natsir Apal x FS Cleopatra) & Bess Fa’Izah (Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal)
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Bess Fa’Izah (Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal)AJ Noor Kwestura (Aja Justified x Kwestura)



As the sun rises on each new day it brings with it the dawn of a new champion, 
another star takes his rightful place.
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AJ Dinar (Wh Justice x Deska HJE)



Many astute breeders and horsemen have tried to define a true and 
natural display of charisma from the Arabian Horse, it is one of life’s joys that 

is better witnessed then ever could be explained.
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Bess Fa’Izah (Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal)
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Bess Fa’Izah (Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal)

Chammur (Don El Chall x SC Murya)



The greatest achievement of a stallion is not the memories he makes in the 
show arena it is his offspring consistently making those memories, 

that will truly mark him as great. 
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As Natsir Apal (Ibn Estasha x Saskia RJ)

Loubna (Imperial Imdal x Imperial Kalatifa)



The effect time has on the Arabian Horse is one of the great 
phenomenons of this noble breed,

for it is in maturity they are the most captivating.
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Kwestura (Monogramm x Kwesta)

Loubna (Imperial Imdal x Imperial Kalatifa)



The Arabian Mare, there is nothing more elegant and pure in this entire world!
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Bess Fa’Izah (Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal)

FS Cayenne (AS Natsir Apal x FS Cleopatra)



A gift from the heavens.
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AJ Labba (Al Ayad x Loubna)

AJ Naayer (AS Natsir Apal x Njara JC)
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AJ Naayer (AS Natsir Apal x Njara JC)

AJ Inaya (Marajj x AJ Iswarah)



AJ Labba (Al Ayad x Loubna)

AJ Portofino (Vervaldee x Magic Jamilla)
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AJ Lamees  (QR Marc x Princess Siagon)

AJ Raheda (Wh Justice x Lumiar Roselita)

The thrill and excitement of what each new season has to bring us!
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Aja Angelica (Wh Justice x FS Anastasia)

Badawieh AA (Laheeb x Bahiha) & Chammur (Don El Chall x SC Murya)
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AJ Dinar (Wh Justice x Deska HJE)
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Ajman Stud

Its loveliness increases; it will never
A bower quiet for us, and a sleep 
and quiet breathing. 
John Keats

A thing of beauty is a joy for ever:
Pass into nothingness; but still will keep

Full of sweet dreams, and health,
By 
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